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Victory Over Sin Sermon Series
Lesson 12 – Pharmakeia’s god of Eradication

Bible Sermon Notes by Pastor O. Cary Rodgers, Jr.

Bible prophecy in Revelation 18:23 clearly reveals that all people on this planet, except the true 
remnant people of God will be deceived by a worldwide system of toxic and poisonous drugs that 
have direct, damaging and fatal effects on the body and mind.  At the end of Revelation chapter 18 
concerning the fall of Babylon it says: 

Revelation 18:23
 23  And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of

the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; 
for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived.

Sorceries (Greek) = φαρμακεία, pharmakeia
Thayer Definition:

1) the use or the administering of drugs

2) poisoning

3) sorcery, magical arts, often found in connection with idolatry and fostered by it

Pharmakeia is where we get the English word “pharmacy”.

Strong’s Greek Dictionary
Reference # G5331 φαρμακεία, pharmakeia, [far-mak-i'-ah]

From G5332; medication (“pharmacy”), that is, (by extension) magic (literal or figurative): - sorcery, 
witchcraft.

Notice pharmakeia’s definition connection to Strong’s reference # G5532

G5532 = pharmakeus

From φάρμακον pharmakon (a drug, that is, spell giving potion); a druggist (“pharmacist”) or 
poisoner, that is, (by extension) a magician: - sorcerer.

Spell giving potions are poisonous drugs designed to take control of the minds of its victims in which 
their thoughts and actions are under the influence of the “spell”.  This practice is exactly what witches,
wizards, and those involved in the occult world use.

In summary, pharmakeia or pharmacy is a system of the administering of poisonous drugs that not 
only poison the body and mind but are spell giving potions to take control of a person’s thoughts and 
actions.  Pharmakeia has a direct connection to witchcraft, the magical arts, sorcery, and idolatry.   

Satan is the architect and the mad scientist behind the entire system of pharmakeia with the objective
to kill, steal, and to destroy.  He wants to take control of the minds of his victims through his 
poisonous spell bound concoctions.
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Modern medicine has adopted pharmakeia as its standard treatment of the sick and diseased in 
hospitals, clinics, and doctor offices worldwide. Their logo and branding of this system come from 
false worship and the occult world of Satan. 

For example: 
The bowl of Hygieia is the international symbol of pharmacy that comes from Greek 
pagan false gods. It is illustrated by a snake drinking a poisonous potion from a 
bowl. Notice that the picture of this bowl closely resembles a wine glass. In which, 
people who drink the wine will get drunk and confused.   Greek pagan worship, 
Hygieia is the goddess of health and hygiene, the daughter of Aesculapius. 

At the tree of knowledge of good and evil Satan used a snake as a medium to 
deceive Eve into eating from the forbidden tree that caused her death.  He made it appear that the 
snake got his ability to talk and “wisdom” by eating from the tree.  The snake in the bowl of Hygieia 
makes it appear that he gets his wisdom from drinking the poisonous potion from the bowl and that 
those who drink from the bowl will also be “wise.” Do you see the connection? The snake is telling the
world “partake from the bowl you will not surely die. You will be wise.”

The rod of Aesculapius is a rod with a snake wrapped around it.  According to 
Greek pagan worship, this rod is carried by the father of Hygieia, Aesculapius, is 
the god of medicine, healing, and physicians. This symbol has been adopted by 
many in the field of modern medicine. It is found within the logos of medical 
schools, doctor offices, hospitals, and health organizations such as the American 
Medical Association (AMA) and World Health Organization (WHO).

The caduceus also comes from pagan and occultic 
worship. It is two snakes mating around a pole with two 
wings. It is an abbreviated version of Baphomet who is a 
symbol of Satan. The caduceus is actually the most used 
symbol for modern medicine.

Satan has deceived the world to believe that poison has the power to heal, but in reality they only 
have the power to steal from and manipulate biochemistry of the body.  All pharmaceuticals hijack 
and interfere with what is supposed to naturally happen in the body. For example, statins drugs used 
to treat high cholesterol greatly inhibits the natural production of cholesterol in the liver. Anti-anxiety 
drugs, a.k.a benzodiazepines or benzos, mimic GABA inhibitor neurotransmitters causing a major 
chemical imbalance in the brain. High blood pressure drugs inhibit the natural elasticity of the blood 
vessels. Chemotherapy used to treat all forms of cancer kill all fast growing cells causing major 
damage throughout the body. Metformin used to treat diabetes chemically suppresses and interferes 
with the glucose retrieval and storage process in the liver. 
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Satan carefully studies the body and looks for ways to make it sick and destroy it. He inspires the 
scientists and chemists in this system to make his pharmaceutic concoctions of despair and death. In 
exchange, he gives them money and prestige to keep the system of deception going.  
The same dragon that empowers the beast, the mother of Babylon, is the same snake that deceives 
all nations in his system of pharmaceuticals. 

Revelation 13:4
 4  And they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they worshipped the 

beast, saying, Who is like unto the beast? who is able to make war with him?

It is clear that Pharmakeia is a false god of healing and worship. Satan hides his true intent by calling 
his system healthcare, in reality it is not healthcare but a path of sickness, pain, and death.  The 
doctors, nurses, pharmacist, and other agents of pharmakiea are like the false priest and servants of 
idolatry and witchcraft.  Many ignorantly join the ranks of this Satanic system enticed by the high 
salaries, prestige, and lifestyle.

G  od’  s   true method of healing  
On the other hand, God’s true method of healing does not use any part of pharmacy.  It only uses 
simple natural remedies that are in sync with the law of God and the health laws that He has placed 
in the body. The simple and proven remedies include a diet of fruits, nuts, grains, seeds, and veggies.
Exercise, water, sunshine, victory over appetite, fresh air, rest, and faith in God’s health plan are more
powerful remedies for true healing.

God’s promise of good health that Is disease free
Exodus 15:26
 26  And said, If thou wilt diligently hearken to the voice of the LORD thy God, and wilt do that which 

is right in his sight, and wilt give ear to his commandments, and keep all his statutes, I will put 
none of these diseases upon thee, which I have brought upon the Egyptians: for I am the LORD 
that healeth thee.

The diseases of the Egyptians were some of the same diseases that many suffer today because the 
violation of the law of God and the health laws of the body.  Diseases such as heart disease, cancer, 
diabetes, and other lifestyle diseases are the direct result of the violation of the law of God and His 
health laws.  Anything that is placed in the body that harms the body in anyway is a violation of the 
laws of health. For example, foods that cause the arteries to get hard and clogged with high 
cholesterol that can cause a heart attack or stroke go against the law of the body.  The poisons that 
are prescribed by the system of drugging are also a violation of the law of the body. True healing will 
never take place unless the body is in sync with all of God’s law.

We must do our part and put the body in a condition in which true healing will take place.

Repeat – TRUE HEALING WILL NEVER take place in the body that is flooded by the drugs of 
pharmacy. Poisonous drugs are NOT a cure for disease. Many who prescribe and administer 
pharmaceutical drugs tell their patients that they will be on their drugs until the day they die.  This 
sounds like the biggest money making scam on this planet. Satan tells his victims that his drugging 
system is good for their health but in reality fatal to their health.

What are   some of the many quotes by Ellen White concerning the use of drugs?  
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“Do not use drugs. Drugs never heal; they only change the features of the disease.”—  Letter 116, 
1903 

“Experimenting in drugs is a very expensive business. Nothing should be put into the human system 
that will leave a baleful influence behind.”—Medical Ministry, 228. 

“Thousands have gone down to the grave because of the use of poisonous drugs, who might have 
been restored to health by simple methods of treatment. Water treatments, wisely and skillfully given, 
may be the means of saving many lives. Let diligent study be united with careful treatments. Let 
prayers of faith be offered by the bedside of the sick. Let the sick be encouraged to claim the 
promises of God for themselves.”— Medical Ministry, 227 

“Drugs always have a tendency to break down and destroy vital forces, and nature becomes so 
crippled in her efforts, that the invalid dies, not because he needed to die, but because nature was 
outraged. If she had been left alone, she would have put forth her highest efforts to save life and 
health.”—Medical Ministry, 223 

“By the use of poisonous drugs, many bring upon themselves lifelong illness, and many lives are lost 
that might be saved by the use of natural methods of healing. The poisons contained in many so-
called remedies create habits and appetites that mean ruin to both soul and body.”—Ministry of 
Healing, 126-127. 

“The physician who depends upon drug medication in his practice, shows that he does not 
understand the delicate machinery of the human organism. He is introducing into the machinery of 
the system a seed crop that will never lose its destroying properties throughout the lifetime. I tell you 
this because I dare not withhold it. Christ paid too much for man’s redemption to have his body so 
ruthlessly treated as it has been by drug medication.”—2 Selected Messages, 283-284 

“Christ’s remedies cleanse the system. But Satan has tempted man to introduce into the system that 
which weakens the human machinery, clogging and destroying the fine, beautiful arrangements of 
God. The drugs administered to the sick do not restore, but destroy. Drugs never cure. Instead, they 
place in the system seeds which bear a very bitter harvest.”—2 Selected Messages, 289 

The drugs of pharmakeia are intentionally given long and hard to pronounce names in an effort to 
hide their harmful effects. The doctors who pronounce the names of these poisons are lauded as 
highly educated and smart. 

The universal treatment of disease that have been adopted by all the hospitals, clinics, and 
doctors are poisonous drugs regiments, surgery, and / or radiation.  

For example:

The National Comprehensive Cancer Network in general advocates that all cancer patient receive all 
or a combination of treatments 1) a cocktail of chemotherapy 2) radiation 3) surgery and 4) Opioids
for pain
 
After they have mutilated the patient with their powerful toxins, radiation, and surgeries, they send the
patient out to the pasture of hospice to die and call it palliative care where the patient is given more 
powerful pain drugs that eventually kills the patient. 
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The American Diabetes Association advocates that type two diabetes start with metformin, as blood 
sugar levels increase the patient is given insulin drugs such as  glucagon-like peptide 1 receptor 
agonist prescriptions like Byetta or Bydureon.

As the patients gets worse over time they wack off legs, arms, toes or fingers. The kidney overtime 
breaks down as a result of consistently be assaulted by the drugs and the patient is place on dialysis. 
Overtime, the patient gets progressively worse and dies.

According to the Cleveland Clinic there are at least six types of drugs used to treat heart disease
1) statins for cholesterol. 2) aspirin for blood clotting 3) Clopidogrel [klow·pi·duh·grel] also for blood 
clotting 4) Warfarin – strongest for blood clotting 5) Beta blocker drugs for high blood pressure and 6) 
Ace inhibitors also for high blood pressure. - https://health.clevelandclinic.org/the-big-six-heart-
medications.

In addition to this, many of pharmakeia’s diagnostic tools are also very harmful to the body such as 
CT scans which gives the body a flood of gamma ray radiation.  

Pharmakeia DOES NOT heal but takes the people’s money.  They puff up themselves as healer, but 
their universal treatment of disease is an utter failure. Sadly, this diabolical system of poison has a
monopoly on healthcare and medical education worldwide. The majority of its victims just pop
its poison in their month with no questions because they trust the doctor’s position of 
authority.

A  s a whole the false science and training of all its scientist, researchers, doctors, nurses, and   
others   are   based on evolution. This is a total rejection of God.  

Berkley University along with many other schools and institutions of pharmakeia believe the following 
“Medical science is continually making rapid advances: new medications and treatments are 
developed and introduced at a rapid pace, but we can better take advantage of these advances by 
taking evolution into account.” -  https://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/0_0_0/medicine_01

The American Association of Medical Colleges, the maker of the MCAT exam that many students take
to try to get into medical school are now required to answer questions on evolution. - https://students-
residents.aamc.org/whats-mcat-2015-exam/biological-and-biochemical-foundations-living-systems-
content-category-1c

The line of distinction between Satan’s system of pharmakeia and God’s true healing system of 
natural remedies are clearly drawn.  

Can you mix the two and still get healing?
1 Corinthians 10:21
 21  Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord, and the cup of devils: ye cannot be partakers of the Lord's 

table, and of the table of devils.

Sadly, many professed Christians and their institutions and hospitals try to drink from the cup of the 
Lord and pharmakeia, this is confusion and drunkenness.

When the King of Israel, Ahazaiah, the son of Ahab, fell sick from a disease he called on the false 
gods of Ekron for healing. 
 

https://health.clevelandclinic.org/the-big-six-heart-medications
https://health.clevelandclinic.org/the-big-six-heart-medications
https://students-residents.aamc.org/whats-mcat-2015-exam/biological-and-biochemical-foundations-living-systems-content-category-1c
https://students-residents.aamc.org/whats-mcat-2015-exam/biological-and-biochemical-foundations-living-systems-content-category-1c
https://students-residents.aamc.org/whats-mcat-2015-exam/biological-and-biochemical-foundations-living-systems-content-category-1c
https://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/article/0_0_0/medicine_01
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2 Kings 1:2
 2  And Ahaziah fell down through a lattice in his upper chamber that was in Samaria, and was sick: 

and he sent messengers, and said unto them, Go, enquire of Baalzebub the god of Ekron 
whether I shall recover of this disease.

What was God’s response to Ahaziah?

2 Kings 1:6
 6  And they said unto him, There came a man up to meet us, and said unto us, Go, turn again unto 

the king that sent you, and say unto him, Thus saith the LORD, Is it not because there is not a 
God in Israel, that thou sendest to enquire of Baalzebub the god of Ekron? therefore thou shalt not
come down from that bed on which thou art gone up, but shalt surely die.

Ekron (Hebrew) = eradication – Strong’s Dictionary.  Eradication, “the complete destruction of 
something”. - Google search’s dictionary

Baalzebub is about eradication not healing. Pharmakeia is the modern offspring of Baalzebub the god
of Ekron. It also has proven itself also to be a system of eradication instead of healing.

Those who choose this system will NEVER receive true healing.  In the end the system that 
eradicated and destroyed countless lives will be eradicated.

Many out of ignorance patronize this system, but God is exposing it as an institution of Satan.

Acts 17:30
 30  And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now commandeth all men every where to 

repent:

In the final analysis the choice between Pharmakeia and God’s true system of healing comes down to
faith and who you truly worship. Do you truly have faith in God’s healing methods or Pharmakeia?  If 
you have faith in God’s way of healing you MUST stop patronizing Pharmakeia and wholeheartedly 
follow the true physician, Jesus Christ.

Don’t mix it. Make a decision. Choose you this day which system you are going to serve God’s 
healing or Pharmakeia’s god of Eradication.

If you work in Pharmakeia as a doctor, nurse, pharmacist, or other field that is a part of administering 
poisonous drugs do not let the money and your ignorance blind you.  Make a decision before it is 
eternally too late.

We must have total victory over pharmakeia.

“Workers-gospel medical missionaries are needed now. You cannot afford to spend years in 
preparation. Soon doors now open to the truth will be forever closed. Carry the message now. Do not 
wait, allowing the enemy to take possession of the fields now open before you. Let little companies go
forth to do the work to which Christ appointed His disciples. Let them labor as evangelists, scattering 
our publications, and talking of the truth to those they meet. Let them pray for the sick, ministering to 
their necessities, not with drugs, but with nature's remedies, and teaching them how to regain health 
and avoid disease.”  --Testimonies, Vol. 9, pp. 171, 172. 


